COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 2024
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Welcome to Illinois Institute of Technology's 155th Commencement ceremony. The university community extends cordial greetings to the families and friends who are celebrating this culmination of years of formal study.

For 2,497 students, today's ceremonies officially recognize their academic accomplishments at Illinois Tech and inaugurate a new era in their lives. With a broad foundation of both intellectual capability and experiential learning that characterizes an Illinois Tech education, our graduates also take with them a sound understanding of contemporary society and its values as they join thousands of other Illinois Tech alumni.
Commencement Ceremony Order of Exercises

Ceremony One: 9 a.m.
Institute of Design, College of Architecture, and College of Computing

Academic Procession

Presentation of Colors
The Chicago Consortium NROTC Color Guard
The audience is requested to rise and remain standing until after the singing of "The Star-Spangled Banner."

"The Star-Spangled Banner"
Lyrics by Francis Scott Key, Arrangement by Jaret Landon
Performed by Marissa Redington, Candidate for the Degrees of Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering and Master of Science in Biomedical Modeling and Data Science

Welcome and Congratulatory Remarks
Kenneth T. Christensen, Provost, Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, and Chief Academic Officer

Congratulatory Remarks
Michael P. Galvin (LAW 78), Chair, Board of Trustees

The Conferring of Honorary Degrees
Raj Echambadi, President
Honorary degree recipients are recognized for their commitment to commerce, science, technology, innovation, and the betterment of global society.

David C. Hovey Sr. (ARCH ’67, M.S. ’71)
Honorary Doctor of Architecture, honoris causa, for his innovation and visionary leadership, for creating the highest standards of excellence for his industry, and for his remarkable contributions to the health, welfare, and beauty of every city in which he has built.

Maurice Cox
Honorary Doctor of Architecture, honoris causa, for his exemplary work to regenerate American cities into more equitable, environmentally responsible, memory sensitive, and democratic places to live together.

Commencement Address
Maurice Cox

Congratulatory Remarks
Raj Echambadi

Student Speaker
Muntaha Imteyaz, Candidate for the Degrees of Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering and Bachelor of Architecture

The Conferring of Ph.D., J.D., Master's, and Bachelor's Degrees
Raj Echambadi
Master of Law and Juris Doctor candidates will be presented by Anita K. Krug, Dean of Chicago-Kent College of Law, at a ceremony on Sunday, May 12.

Presentation of Candidates for Ph.D. Degrees
Joseph Orgel
Professor of Biology and Biomedical Engineering and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

Remarks and Presentation of Candidates for the Master's Degree in the Institute of Design
Anijo Mathew, Dean of the Institute of Design

Remarks and Presentation of Candidates for Master's and Bachelor's Degrees in the College of Architecture
Reed Kroloff, Rowe Family College of Architecture Dean Endowed Chair

Remarks and Presentation of Candidates for Master's and Bachelor's Degrees in the College of Computing
Lance Fortnow, Dean of the College of Computing

Congratulatory Remarks
Jeff Wereszczynski, Chair, University Faculty Council; Associate Professor of Physics and Biology and Frank Gunsaulus Faculty Fellow in Physics and Biology

Alumni Association Board Speaker
Robert "Bob" Hoel (BE ’70), Trustee, Board of Trustees, and Chair, Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing Remarks
Kenneth T. Christensen

Academic Recession
The members of the audience are requested to remain seated until the academic recession is completed.

Grand Marshal
Joseph Orgel
Professor of Biology and Biomedical Engineering and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

Faculty Marshals
Andrew Howard
Associate Professor of Biology and Physics

Tanya Bekyarova
Program Director of M.S. and Ph.D. Programs, Department of Biology; Associate Chair, Department of Biology; and Senior Lecturer of Biology
Commencement Ceremony Order of Exercises

Ceremony Two: 2 p.m.
Armour College of Engineering, Lewis College of Science and Letters, and Stuart School of Business

Academic Procession

Presentation of Colors
The Chicago Consortium NROTC Color Guard
The audience is requested to rise and remain standing until after the singing of “The Star-Spangled Banner.”

“The Star-Spangled Banner”
Lyrics by Francis Scott Key, Arrangement by Jaret Landon
Performed by Marissa Redington, Candidate for the Degrees of Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering and Master of Science in Biomedical Modeling and Data Science

Welcome and Congratulatory Remarks
Kenneth T. Christensen, Provost, Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, and Chief Academic Officer

Congratulatory Remarks
Michael P. Galvin (LAW ’78), Chair, Board of Trustees

The Conferring of Honorary Degrees
Raj Echambadi, President
Honorary degree recipients are recognized for their commitment to commerce, science, technology, innovation, and the betterment of global society.

Nathaniel “Nate” Thomas
(Posthumous) Honorary Doctor of Engineering, honoris causa, for his leadership and commitment to Illinois Tech, and for his contributions as a pioneer for diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice.

Jenny Just
Honorary Doctor of Business, honoris causa, for her passion for finding multifaceted opportunities to empower women and for using her business acumen to transform the field.

Commencement Address
Jenny Just

Congratulatory Remarks
Raj Echambadi

Student Speaker
Collin Matthew Standish, Candidate for the Degrees of Bachelor of Science in Psychological Science, Bachelor of Science in Biology; recipient of the Ray S. Dewey Endowed Scholarship and Camras Scholarship

The Conferring of Ph.D., Master’s, and Bachelor’s Degrees
Raj Echambadi

Presentation of Candidates for Ph.D. Degrees
Joseph Orgel
Professor of Biology and Biomedical Engineering and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

Remarks and Presentation of Candidates for Master’s and Bachelor’s Degrees in Armour College of Engineering
Kevin W. Cassel, Interim Dean of Armour College of Engineering

Remarks and Presentation of Candidates for Master’s and Bachelor’s Degrees in Lewis College of Science and Letters
Jennifer deWinter, Dean of Lewis College of Science and Letters

Remarks and Presentation of Candidates for Master’s and Bachelor’s Degrees in Stuart School of Business
Liad Wagman, John and Mae Calamos Stuart School of Business Dean Endowed Chair

Congratulatory Remarks
Jeff Wereszczynski, Chair, University Faculty Council; Associate Professor of Physics and Biology and Frank Gunsaulus Faculty Fellow in Physics and Biology

Alumni Association Board Speaker
Robert “Bob” Hoel (BE ’70), Trustee, Board of Trustees, and Chair, Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing Remarks
Kenneth T. Christensen

Academic Recession
The members of the audience are requested to remain seated until the academic recession is completed.

Grand Marshal
Joseph Orgel
Professor of Biology and Biomedical Engineering and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

Faculty Marshals
Andrew Howard
Associate Professor of Biology and Physics

Tanya Bekyarova
Program Director of M.S. and Ph.D. Programs, Department of Biology; Associate Chair, Department of Biology; and Senior Lecturer of Biology
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE CANDIDATES

Presentation of Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Joseph Orgel, Professor of Biology and Biomedical Engineering and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

ARMOUR COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Doctor of Philosophy in Architectural Engineering

Jongki Lee

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering

Stacey Marie Cahoon
Vivian Sarah Nguyen
Omar Sherif Mohamed Safwat Tawakol

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering

Zeyuan Gao
Alireza Kondori

Doctor of Philosophy in Civil Engineering

Yongdoo Lee
Kurt Andrew Ordillas
Ji Zhang

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Engineering

David James Arnold

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering

Chengxiu Chen
Eli W. Hwang
Zichao Jin
Duo Wang
Xinrui Yu

Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Engineering

Yicheng Zeng

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering

Mohammadreza Asherloo
Changlong Chen
Mohammad Jamalkhani Khameneh
Zhao Liu

Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

King Longdon Ankoea Ansah
Yihe Chen
Miriam Di Russo
James M. Henry
Barbara Lopez Doriga Costales
Mahan Nia
Jaymin Harshadkumar Patel
Jorge Pulpeiro Gonzalez
Tinu Vellamattathil Baby

CHICAGO-KENT COLLEGE OF LAW

Doctor of Science of Law

Ning Ding

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE

Doctor of Philosophy in Architecture

Liwen Kang
Alejandro Saldana Perales

COLLEGE OF COMPUTING

Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Mathematics

Yindong Chen
Gunjan Sharma
Huiyuan Yu
Kan Zhang

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Lawrence Chikezi Amadi
Mohit Sangram Hota
Xiaoyang Lu
Xin Wang
Yi Zhang
Ye Zhu

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Ana Margarita Salinas Barone
DeJuana Veneeta Joseph

INSTITUTE OF DESIGN

Doctor of Philosophy in Design

Jordan Ostapchuk
Irem Tekogul

LEWIS COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND LETTERS

Doctor of Philosophy in Biology

Qi Yao

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

Pearl Arora
Persi Panariti
Jose C. Orozco
Chathuriika Rathnayake
Artur M. Suzanowicz
Qi Xu

Doctor of Philosophy in Clinical Psychology

Megan Reeves Dunn

Doctor of Philosophy in Industrial-Organizational Psychology

Steve Todd Discont
Meghan Pickett
Maxwell Gerard Porter
John F. Skinner
Sean C. Wright

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Joseph D. Cursio
Pouya Haddadian Nekah
David Lee
XinsheLi
Yidan Sun
Tian Tian
Yang Xu
Lizi Zhu

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICS

Abraham Calder Burleigh
Francesco Crisa
Ning Su
Yiding Yu

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PSYCHOLOGY

Brian Matthew Cerny
Nisha Jagannathan
Nicole Kathryn Johnson
Alexandria Marie Luxon
Isabel Cristina Quinones
Danielle Simran Kaur Sandhu

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN REHABILITATION COUNSELING EDUCATION

Sai Snigdha Talluri

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMANITIES

Rachel Anna Hirsh

STUART SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

Lawrence Chikezi Amadi
Mohit Sangram Hota
Xiaoyang Lu
Xin Wang
Yi Zhang
Ye Zhu

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Biochemistry and Biophysics

Devin L. Nissen

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

Abraham Calder Burleigh
Francesco Crisa
Ning Su
Yiding Yu

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology

Brian Matthew Cerny
Nisha Jagannathan
Nicole Kathryn Johnson
Alexandria Marie Luxon
Isabel Cristina Quinones
Danielle Simran Kaur Sandhu

Doctor of Philosophy in Rehabilitation Counseling Education

Sai Snigdha Talluri

Doctor of Philosophy in Technology and Humanities

Rachel Anna Hirsh

STUART SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Doctor of Philosophy in Management Science

Joseph D. Cursio
Pouya Haddadian Nekah
David Lee
XinsheLi
Yidan Sun
Tian Tian
Yang Xu
Lizi Zhu
Juris Doctor Candidates

Presentation of Candidates for the Juris Doctor in Chicago-Kent College of Law
Anita K. Krug, Dean of Chicago-Kent College of Law

Juris Doctor

Paul T. Ansani
Alexander Apelt
Cassidy J. Aranda
Hannah E. Auten
Matthew T. Baldwin
Abigail L. Barce
Paige N. Bareck
Kimberly M. Bernhard
Neekita Bhatia
Natalie R. Bober
Nicholas A. Boblet
Alexander M. Boehmer
Emile P. Boghos
Nicholas M. Bowman
Sarah N. Bravo
Jordan F. Briggs Ndzingoula
David S. Browne
Allyson Buchanan
Claire Bullington
Manuela Burek
Emma Byrne
Ariella B. Campisi
Emanuel Centeno
Michelle K. Clayton
Annamarie G. Clotubiar
Shadawn Coleman-Epps
Christopher C. Conlon
Julia K. Cormier
Scott K. Cornelius
Andrew Coronado
Lucas Coughlin
Steven G. Criner
John W. DeBacker
Jordan A. Degayner
Tyler N. Denis
Caitlyn J. Dever
Alexandria R. Devlin
Jennifer Dickey
Milan M. Doan
Kyle R. Dodd
Fei Du
Sydney G. Duncan
David Duran
Sylvie R. Durlacher
Brittany C. Dushman
Keegan A. Dyer
Lena Ebrahimi
Abigail S. Ellis
Alexis A. Endres
Brendan I. Epton
Jeromey Esperanza Castillo
Amity T. Eitel
Brooke Evans
Kayla Farhang
Henry Ferolle
Clarice Fisher
Madeleine A. Fontenot
Jackson T. Frank
Zachary R. Frey
Erik Gallagher
Rafael A. Garcia
Zoe C. Gatzimos
Kyla Gauthier-Vaughan
Joshua J. Geiger
Michael Geistler
Marisa A. Gelabert
Danielle L. Ginsburg
Mauricio Gomez Franco
John K. Gorman
Sarah M. Gortowski
Justin H. Gunn
Helen Gustafson
Isaac C. Haarden
Grace N. Heidorn
Blanca M. Henkle
Madison B. Hernandez-Barber
Samuel W. Hettel
Tyler Hicks
Jessica Himel
Brandon Chase Hollfield
Megan A. Hovde
Anita Huang
Blake A. Huggins
Sophie B. Ilunga
Oneil J. Jano
Mohammad H. Javed
Zariya H. Jeffers
Krina Jhala
Charles J. Johnson
Lynne A. Johnson
Justin G. Jourdan
Jenny G. Jung
Cloey M. Kantzios
Seema Kareemi
Parker C. Karmel
Jessica C. Kenely
Abir N. Khan
Aruni Kanna
Umang Kanna
Sandra R. Khouri
Gillian C. Kimmons
Scott Klingler
Gabriel P. Kokoszka
Stephen L. Konik
Marianna C. Kostova
Carrie Lynn Kumiega
Fiona M. Lamb
Bridget Lenczewski
Kunthyilza Leng
Elizabeth T. Lerum
Yuri Levin-Schwart
Art Lieberman
Lydia J. Lieberman
Robert H. Linkhart
Sydney I. Liss-Abraham
Nicole I. Lopatinsky
Patrick J. Lynch
Ethan M. Lyons
Justin T. Manns
Megan A. Manoj
Damia A. Marshall
Jacob Marshall
Kyla J. Marshall
Bereneice Martinez
Christopher G. Mather
David A. Matson
Blake D. McAtee
Lyndi E. Mcvey
Maegan Merrill
Madalyn S. Mershon
Tasneem Mewa
Bradley E. Michalowski
Amanda M. Miller
Morgan E. Minow
Ayeshah Mohammed
Adrian Moons
Pablo E. Moreno
Charles L. Morris
Haya Muhammad
Ryan E. Musleh
Samantha N. Myers-Dineen
Iyad Nahhas
Patricia C. Napleton
Monika Nasiadka
Michael G. Nega
Christopher B. Nevarez Azdar
Haley Nickles
Theodore G. Noparakst
Rachael Joy Norris
Aleksander J. Nosewicz
Mary Kate Nowak
Connor J. O’Donnell
Blythe Oswald Pabon
John Z. Pacer
Alisha Matilda Marie Panthier
Jonathan M. Panton
Audrey Y. Park
Dongjin Park
Sei Hyeon Park
Jonathan Potter
Grace Quigley
Christine Raghubar
John J. Rainville
Diany V. Rajamohan
Jesse N. Ramirez
Ricardo R. Ramirez
Angelica Christine Ramos-Jalasco
Sara K. Rash
Philip P. Rinaldi
Eleanor C. Riordan
Erick B. Rivera
William J. Rohm
Gerardo Ruiz
Hannah G. Russell
Michael H. Sakamoto
Dania M. Saleh
Jose A. Salinas
Lindsey P. Sanderson
Janie B. Sanford
JURIS DOCTOR CANDIDATES

Nayla L. Sater
Marissa C. Scavelli
Ian K. Schmidt
Jessie L. Sharon
Benjamin S. Shelnbein
Sydney Shelstad
Emily S. Shimano
Edward C. Shivers
Chelsea J. Smith
Liberty R. Smith
Samanta N. Smith
Charles P. Sommers
Suyung Song
John T. Spellman
Alon Spevak
Jacob Straus
Dipak Sundaram
Evelyn R. Tarnovsky
Danielle C. Taylor
Nouh Y. Tekle
Andrea M. Teran
Allison E. Terry
Christophilos Theodosis
Cameron J. Thomas
Samanta S. Thomas
Aaron K. Thompson
Paul J. Tonner
Nathan P. Toy
Brian A. Tyler
Heather N. Urbanczyk
Sabrina M. Valdez
Nicholas Valdivia
Sofia Villeda
Yiwen Wang
Kaitlyn M. Watkins
Elizabeth Weber
Daniel J. Weil
Sydney G. Weiss
Hannah L. Werner
Nancy Whaley
John D. Whigham
Hannah F. Wiehe
Jetaun Williams
Shelby L. Wilson
Justus O. Winston
Katherine D. Witherers
Claudia D. Wolsaw
Samantha R. Wolf
Caroline G. Woodmancy
Ashley M. Wooten
Yasmeen Yousef
Anne M. Zakrzeski
Noah W. Zeyl
Zhuhui Zhang

Master’s Degree Candidates

Presentation of Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Armour College of Engineering
Kevin W. Cassel, Interim Dean of Armour College of Engineering

Master of Biomedical Imaging and Signals

Andrew Edward Mosier
Nadia R. Netolicky
Guillaume Seigle

Master of Chemical Engineering

Derek Bergstedt
Christopher Converse
Alexander C. Ford
Cameron Davis Kanofsky
Simon Li
Christina Maria Majercak
Tony Mei
Anthony Mendiola
Kevin Ruiz
Alison Frances Yurchak

Master of Computer Engineering in Internet of Things

Narneen Aamir
Hamad Hasan Mohamed Alshamsi

Master of Cybersecurity Engineering

Summer Black
Matthew S. Ostrowski
Charan Ithota
Yamen Jihad Ziadeh Ziadeh

Master of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Hari Narasimha Rao Anandapu
Khatib Bahaddi
Prakash Kalaranjai Balasubramanian
Ander Eusa Gamiz
Alex Cheu
Ainhoa Garcia
Anselm Joseph
Vikrant Kishor Rathod
Aadithya Sai Subramanian Senthilnathan
Akshaykumar Swarnakumar
Mohammd Rahil Vahora
Giridhar Vemuri Subramaniam

Master of Engineering Management

Gonzalo Calvo Mosquera
Eric James Cunningham
Roberto Hernandez Jr.
Jesudas Lanjapalli
Sharjeel Ali Malik
Mario Marrugat Rodriguez
Angel Morenilla Perez
Amit Rajesh Patil
Gregoire Petit
Manuel Redondo Gutierrez
Bhavya Chetan Shah
Jonathan Christian Sorg
Tarit Takanokivilaya
Yuang Zhang

Master of Engineering in AI for Computer Vision and Control

Jose Maria Espejo
Madiha Kanwal
Sriniwasan Sankar Reddy Karri
Razi Khawaja
Rajesh Kumar Krishnan
Jing Lei
Hanlin Li
Manuel Liano
Xiang Liu
Telmo Lizundia
Zhimin Lun
Pablo Artemio Picaza
Xian Qin
Dong Oiu
Alejandro Romagueras Asensio
Charunika Suresh Babu
Jing Wang
Cheng Xu
Chao Zeng
Master of Engineering in AI for Computer Vision and Control (continued)
Le Zhang
Maohua Zhang
Wei Zhang

Master of Engineering in Advanced Manufacturing
Vittesh Narayanan Venkatesh

Master of Engineering in Architectural Engineering
Wai Yan Aung
Babitha D. Gowda
Tyrick Raydell Grant
John Kuika
Riley Ross
Shoib Mohammed Saber Hussain

Master of Engineering in Biomedical Engineering
Anais Blanche
Jeanne Jonathan
Mathias Roumane
Pravalika Sheelam

Master of Engineering in Construction Engineering and Management
Mazn Abdullah M. Alalahreth
Hema Swathi Balakrishnan
Sahar Bayat
Neha Ashish Bhangale
Jack Richard Bovone
Ekaterina Bystrova
Valeria Casillas
Zihan Chai
Davon Desai
Yeab Mekonnen Gizaw
Mohamed Majeed Iman
Bharath Kumar Hosalli
Rayyan Hussein Kiwan
Atharva Narendra Landge
Quebebe Audrey Lilou
Delisha Naveen Mehta
Julio Mora Fernandez
Fahad Muneeu
Tochukwu Chukwumaobi Nwajiaku
Davar Aftab Pandit
Jimena Perelli
Riya Dayanand Poojari
Akheel Abbas Shariifali
Drahsit Nikunjbhai Timaniya
Anjan Kumar Turuvanur Chidananda
Ammar Ali Waheed
Archana Yamjala
Jiri Zeman
Haonan Zhang
Xinhui Zhu

Master of Engineering in Energy Systems
Sahal Abdullah Atalawi
Antonio Maria Alvarezcedron Garciazarandieta
Keisha Brewer
Pedro Jacinto Jacinto Daza Sanchez
Giacomo Ferrari Solano
Juan Angel Losmes Gutierrez

Master of Engineering in Energy Systems, Energy Transmission, and Markets Track
Julen Diaz
Maria Del Mar Obando Gallardo
Maria Del Carmen Rodriguez Perez
Pilar Covadonga Torres-Dulce Rodriguez-Arana

Master of Engineering in Environmental Engineering
Brianna Lynette Dosier-Anderson
Lucia Lazaro Hernandez
Ignacio Manso Rodriguez
Hongpeng Zhang

Master of Engineering in Manufacturing Engineering
Muath Abdeljabber
Mohammed Kashif Anwar
Atulya Ashokan
Iman Dashtgerd
Darpankumar Yogeshbhai Patel
Gabriel Thorai Ravindran
Wolfang E. Rugeles
Andrew Robert Steetz

Master of Engineering in Materials Science and Engineering
William Lewis Ingraham
Harshini Pothina

Master of Engineering in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Gregorio F. Alvarez-Avila
Harold Nii Ayi Ashong-Katai
Brayan Balladares
Victor Baxerres
Carlota Bernad Canovas
Michael Patrick Bohan
Noah John Butzman
Pablo Corral
Maciej Dorula
Mario Fernandez Fernandez Sanchez
Muhammad Ijlal
Marek Jelen
Elizabeth Androniki Karagiannes
Ammar Jamil Khan
Rashed H. Khraisat
Josep Ekhaier Osayande
Swar Amish Parikh
Sahil Jyotsanaben Patel
Sri Lakshmi Kameshwa Prava
Cristina Ramiro
Austin Richardson
Prakash Dileep Shivany
Christopher William Stone
Guillermo Sanchez Martinez
Alann A. Torres
Umar D. Zahruddin

Master of Engineering in Structural Engineering
Adam Wisam Daoud
Anika J. Gerken
Jay JaeHo Hahn
Oliver Norman Mate
Elizabeth Grace Sirkman

Master of Engineering in Transportation Engineering
Mohammad Amran Hamdan
Andr Atin Ruiz De Vinaspre
Xiaocheng Gao
Hugo Valentin Richard
Anna Slominski
Zachary Jasurda Walberg
Xiaolu Zhao
Thomas Daniel Zugelli

Master of Engineering in Urban Systems Engineering
Mathis Lucet
SoJung Park

Master of Industrial Technology and Operations
Mateo Aguilar Triana
Albert Bosch I. Arroquia
Jorge Domingo Domingo Cavero Lazaro
Ignacio Cervera Viza
Kenneth Oliver Chatman
Othello Chiarella
Natalia Contreras Martin
Pablo De La Cueva Garcia-Hirschfeld
Luis De Madariaga Azcuenga
Dipali Vishwas Bhudum
Mikel Diaz
Maria Del Rosario Domiguez
Eloy Dominguez-Adame
Gerard Falguera Mayoral
Erik Ryan Fjeldheim
Rajvee Laxmikant Gajjar
Nicolas Alexis Guilhot
Daniel Hacker
Laurence Hickey
Amit Kumar Singh
Ignacio Lafuente Adame
Victor Shuh Lee
Maria Marquez Serrano
Michael Mccarthy
Ignacio Mestre
Maria De Los Angeles Moro Miranda
Luis Ortiz
Viraj Hiteshkumar Patel
Master of Industrial Technology and Operations (continued)
Javier Plaza Mora
Lucia Teresa Puig Gea
Gerard Sanchez Gomez
Javier Serrano
Hung-Wen Su
Mikel Urresola Escribo
Sofia Zaballa Martinez

Master of Electricity Markets
Pablo Diego Maristany
Laura Munoz Herranz
Begoña Orbegozo Rodriguez

Master of Pharmaceutical Engineering
Jacqueline E. Mathius
Stephanie S. Nguyen

Master of Public Works
Carl Bachelor
Adrian Arturo Rivero Ruiz

Master of Science in Advanced Manufacturing
Billythong N. Trinh

Master of Science in Autonomous Systems and Robotics
Fayaz Ali Mir
Abhishek Nagarajan Parimala
Mihir Nemanra
Jon Perez
Manav B. Tailor
Vidhi Chiragkumar Tralsawala
Vincent Trosky

Master of Science in Biomedical Data Science and Modeling
Netchanok Boontek
Lillian Hartwig

Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering
Cassandra Ruthann Carlson
Brandon Michael Cleary
Alejandro Ivan Hidalgo Ponce
Julia Alexandra Kaczmarek
Shelby Rae Kroeger
Yilin Mei
Shadi Motamed
Jessica A. Rodríguez Arias
Martin Fairbanks Santana
Anjalika Sharma
Griffin James Young

Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
Abdulrahman Fahd Alharbi
Bartlomiej Marcin Kochanczyk
Jenil Sureshbhai Moradia

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Mian Ali Uzair

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
James R. Benson
Ryan Brothers
Eduardo David Calix-Ortiz
Grant Stewart Couper
Joanna Findura
Hamad Abubakr Hamad
Lukas Maximilian Seadon Klicker
Furkan Kamal Eldin Mohamed
Abheek Mondal
Jhanvi Chetan Kumar Patel
Juan Pedrajas
Kiet Tuan Phan
Amith Gorshi Srinivas Prabhakara Narasimha
Zahra Tolideh
Phu Gia Trinh
Filip Kristofer Zivko

Master of Science in Biomedical Modeling and Data Science
Marissa Nicole Redington

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Anirudha Behera
Nebosja Bogdanovic
Pin-Chien Chen
Xavier Hagerdon Crawford
Huiying Deng

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
Bingyu Liu
Junquan Ou

Master of Science in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nuraiym Arstanbekova
Lou Dutreil
Natalia Goroletska
Lars Hamerich
Marta Hvzdianska
Tshaina Mutamba
Sai Krishna Potta
Mariani Siradze
Mihail Stanimirov Stanev
Firat Yertutanol

Presentation of Candidates for the Master of Laws (LL.M.) in Chicago-Kent College of Law
Anita K. Krug, Dean of Chicago-Kent College of Law

Master of Laws in Global Business and Financial Law
Assel Alimanova
Irakli Chomakhashvili
 Sharon Gladys Cornelis
Melita Diakonidze
Cesar Guadalupe Guevara
Sopiko Gugava
Zhu Huang
Alexandra Martina Jahn
Helia Kora
Metex Korkmaz
Igor Kryzhnovsky
Joana Lipe
Zurabi Mukhradze
Gulnara Nursetoiva
Leandro Uskenillari

Master of Laws in Intellectual Property Law
Nuralym Arstanbekova
Lou Dutreil
Natalia Goroletska
Lars Hamerich
Marta Hvzdianska
Tshaina Mutamba
Sai Krishna Potta
Mariani Siradze
Mihail Stanimirov Stanev
Firat Yertutanol

Joseph Thomas Borrelli
Taha Abbas Gondalwala
Lakshmi Narasimha Naidu Gurijala
Zaid Khan
Killian Pierre Lucien Lapanderie
Iram Maqbool Siddique
Shubham Soni
Brandon J. Steinberg
Osman M. Syed
Jack Hieu Varner

Master of Science in Medical Devices and Biomaterials
Connor Davey Blake
Elena Castro Lauente
Nicholas Frederick Goymerac
Khoi Anh Nguyen

Master of VLSI and Microelectronics
Siddharth Chandraravidev
Mohammad Ibrahim
Krishna Manoj Sampara
Master of Laws in Legal Innovation and Technology

Hassan Ansari
Otmar Dughashvili
Dorian Gjeci
Emil Huseynov
Gvantsa Kalandadze
Mykhailo Kuzemskyi
Azer Mammadov
Flavjan Ndrejaj
Oguzhan Simsek
Rabab Mohamed Mostaf Taha
Abdulsamed Burak Turak
Moses Usoh-Abia

Master of Laws in Trial Advocacy for International Students

Ana Abashidze
Michell Estevez
Fabienne Fuchser
Diana Grigoryan
Viktor Kushyk
Viktoriya Marchyn
Ikechi Nkemakolam Nwosu
Dragana Petronijevic
Xuehua Rao
Kostiantyn Volodymyrovych Sheiko
Khrystyna Stylaaryn
Hira Tunio
Riste Vrtovski
Junying Wu
Qi Xiao

Master of Laws in U.S., International, and Transnational Law

Miral Am Baghirov
Naima Bendada
Oleh Bilyk
Marion Blanchard
Alexander Blumel
Marina Carlotti
Harutyun Chadryan†
Fare I. Dahabra
Yulia Datsenko
Radostin Zlatkov Dimitrov
Leyla Elshansoy
Lillia Goncharova
Anouk Grosspit
Dogancan Gul
Ayse Ayca Habiboglu
Sofia Ivanishiv
Maksym Kariev
Daniel Khalyuev Kobernyuk
Ihor Khudo
Tinatin Khurtsslava
Bugse Kilic
Ana Kobakhidze
Mariani Kvirkia
Nini Na Maglakelidze
Arantxa Nunez
Ramy Osama Mahmoud Farid
Sabina Paizyieva
Dmytro Perepelytsia
Veronika Valeriuva Rakhlina
Omor Samidinov
Armine Shavoyan
Avantid Sofromadze
Rassul Soltabay
Iroda Shuhrat Kizi Syununova
Raja Teichert
Nurmambet Toktomatov
Toghrul Vaiyev
Mariana Vasilyv
Mariia Vinnytska
Arnold Visha†
Maryna Wilson
Xinye Xia
Jichuan Xie
Junjie Xu
Vladyslav Vitaliyovych Yastrubetskyi
Amiraslan Yusifov

Presentation of Candidates for the Master’s Degree in the College of Architecture
Reed Kroloff, Rowe Family College of Architecture Dean Endowed Chair

Master of Architecture

Laila Abdelhamid
Anthony Michael Battaglia
Adeline Cambria
Cheok Chun Chong
Maria Elena Padaon Cortez
Autumn Nicole Damiani
Viraj Bhoolokhai Dave
Adelaide Elizabeth Deley
Aska Janakbhai Desai
Ashish Satyanand Doma
Purna Venkata Abhishek Ganapavarapu
Janani Ganesan
Negin Bahaedharafi
Mihir Milind Ghontakar
Omar Fuaad Godli
Jaydip Gore
Tatiana Christine Guletsky
Aakash Santosh Gupta
Richard Frederick Higgins III
Rubin Joseph
Tassmai Ravikiran Karapakala
Anumma Jayaprakash Karukayil
Hollis Catherine Kerr
Avinashkumar Kripalil Khalsa
Artika Vinod Korwar
Xuru Liang
German Magos
Indhu Lakshmi Chowdary Makkena
Sharon Joji Mathew
Maria Alejandra Murcia Rodriguez
Shruthi Santoskumar Nair
Priyanka Prashant Neve
Tara Sean O'Connor
Swati Dipakkumar Panchal
Praneet Paryank Pandya
Abhigna Mukeshkumar Patel
Charmee Mohindrakumar Patel
Scott Ian Rainen
Pritivi Ramesh
Maram Rawagah
Srishti Reddy
Sneha Mahavir Roda

Elizabeth Rodriguez
Yahaira Yoceline Romero
Akanksha Nagaraja Rudrakshi
Rutuja Uttam Sandav
Dorsa Sadat Seyedi
Mohammed Sufiyan Shariff
Sadigul Islam Shehab
Hans Steven Siswanto
Lara Susan Maria Tekneyan
Chu-Fan Tzou
Dharmi Vasani
Gregory Vergara
Simran Karim Virani
Becky Wah
Michelle Walker
Marley Ann Watts
Madison Elizabeth Weick
Celya Bixola Yamadjako
Ezgi Yilmaz
Matthew Ziemen

Master of Architecture/Master of Landscape Architecture Dual Degree

Jincheng Chen
Zhichong Fang
Maurice A. Gaston
Lauren Geske
Jorge Mayorga
Yelliz Otkiran

Master of Landscape Architecture

Juliana Cardozo Chamorro
Thomas Cameron Carter
Nicholas Michael Myers
Mansi Kishan Pragjapati
Dania Radawi
Huanyu Wang

Master of Science in Architecture

Youssef Alkhaamees
Nahid Behroozi
Zachary A. Clark
Master of Science in Architecture (continued)

Saumil Amar Gandhi
Henry Heligas
Courtney Alexi Lyttle
Nisha Ningegowda
Alexis Rodriguez
Bowen Song
Persefone Stamatelou
Mohsen Teimouri Jervekani
Bhavana Reddy Vurukonda
Jie Yu
Geliang Zhu

Master of Artificial Intelligence

Norah Alamri
Shorouq Ali A. Alasbali
Raghunath Babu
Jai Raj Choudhary
Lucia Colin Cosano
Mario De Lucas Garcia
Sumanth Donthula
Ayman M. Fahsi
Eduardo Galeote
Chengcan Gao
Weiye Gao
Yuan Gao
Ignacio Gomez Valverde
Haijun Gu
Xiaoja Gu
Yafeng Guo
Ali Guzelyel
Chongchong Hao
Akshay Jain
Samrudhi Sanjaykumar Kakade
Remi Bernard
Renée Kalbe
Irina Klein
Young Sun Lee
Jian Li
Min Li
Sidi Li
Yu Li
Zhijian Li
Xiaochong Lin
Hao Liu
Liming Liu
Xiaolin Liu
Zheng Liu
Nathan Loo
Mingjun Lyu
Matiss M. Mednis
Juan Hugo Pol Moncada
Saurabh Tarachand Rajput
Mohammad Firas Sada
Victor Samsonov
Nikolaus Schultz
Raj Jignesh Shah
Layla Reyad Shalabi
Zhouyi Shen
Aditya Shivakumar
Sarvesh Shroff
Tania Soutonglang
Naveen Raju Sreerama Raju Govinda Raju
Yousef M. Suleiman
Haoyu Sun
Yeshwanth Vemula
Huan Wang
Xiao Wang
Zhouyang Wang
Mingjun Wen
Haiyun Xiao

Master of Tall Buildings and Vertical Urbanism

Patrick Gerard Dilger
Allison Leigh Drooger
Yeni C. Guaneros
Brian Davis Housman
Hang Yin Lee
William Manzanilla
Katarzyna Wodzisz

Dongjing Xie
Xiaobin Xu
Binhao Yan
Hong Yao
Yurong Zeng
Junhui Zhan
Fuwei Zhang
Haowen Zhang
Hongwei Zhang
Lianghai Zhang
Xiyang Zhang
Yuhong Zhao
Wanshan Zhu
Xuej Zhu
Xin Zou

Presentation of Candidates for the Master’s Degree in the College of Computing

Lance Fortnow, Dean of the College of Computing

Master of Artificial Intelligence

Norah Alamri
Shorouq Ali A. Alasbali
Raghunath Babu
Jai Raj Choudhary
Lucia Colin Cosano
Mario De Lucas Garcia
Sumanth Donthula
Ayman M. Fahsi
Eduardo Galeote
Chengcan Gao
Weiye Gao
Yuan Gao
Ignacio Gomez Valverde
Haijun Gu
Xiaoja Gu
Yafeng Guo
Ali Guzelyel
Chongchong Hao
Akshay Jain
Samrudhi Sanjaykumar Kakade
Remi Bernard
Renée Kalbe
Irina Klein
Young Sun Lee
Jian Li
Min Li
Sidi Li
Yu Li
Zhijian Li
Xiaochong Lin
Hao Liu
Liming Liu
Xiaolin Liu
Zheng Liu
Nathan Loo
Mingjun Lyu
Matiss M. Mednis
Juan Hugo Pol Moncada
Saurabh Tarachand Rajput
Mohammad Firas Sada
Victor Samsonov
Nikolaus Schultz
Raj Jignesh Shah
Layla Reyad Shalabi
Zhouyi Shen
Aditya Shivakumar
Sarvesh Shroff
Tania Soutonglang
Naveen Raju Sreerama Raju Govinda Raju
Yousef M. Suleiman
Haoyu Sun
Yeshwanth Vemula
Huan Wang
Xiao Wang
Zhouyang Wang
Mingjun Wen
Haiyun Xiao

Master of Computer Science

Swathi Alapati
Haren Amal
Yash Amin
Tanmay Anand
Ishrat Jahan Ananya
Cristina Anaya Ortega
Alvaro Anzua Recio
Joy Nma Anyanacho
Sporooy Kashinath Arawat
Anjali Asnani
Vishwa Nithinkumar Babariya
Mithilesh Bade
Lakshma Reddy Bairi
Rohith Reddy Bairi
Jemis Arvindkumar Bakarania
Dheeraj Rddy Banda
Gabriel Maurice Baranes
Ravi Teja Batchala
Pooja Bulab Bedse
Gagan Beerappa
Akshat Behera
Pratik Uday Bejagamwar
Amogh Bhaudari
Annanya Bhandari
Chandana Bharathaa
Utkarsh Vinod Bhaskarwar
Kirthika Subramaniam Bikkasani
Rik Biswas
Venkata Sai Neeraj Boggarapu
Nagarjuna Bolla

Sashank Lakshmanara Bommadevara
Saumya Borwankar
Hugo Lucas Bouy
Junjie Cai
Divinsh Chalicham
Tharun Chaparala
Anusheka Manish Chaubal
Bhavya Chawla
Jinke Chen
Jiyang Chen
Xin Chen
Zhengfeng Chen
Jayan Chidananda
Pranod Kumar Reddy Chinnaobulakondugari
Satya Nandikeswara R. Chinta
Marta Corrochano Garrido
Antoine Courbot
Yongshu Cui
Ruichao Dai
Shaili Maheshkumar Dalal
Manoja Krishna Damale
Jhanavi Rajesh Dave
Caitlin Reilly Davitt
Nevil Jack Denis
Pradyumna Deshpande
Rewa Sanchit Deshpande
Jenilia Shirley Devadoss Samraj
Tammay Aakil Devikar
Rutika Dhoka
Akash Didigidi Kashinath
Gaochen Dong
Bhavana Domaarsetti
Dheeraj Gour Dulam
Stella Romana Erdani
Tianyin Fan
Pilar Fernandez Gayol
Zhuolin Fu
Anudeep Gadige
Jay Shalleskumar Gandhi
Subramanya Ganesh
Himanshu Garg
Alfredo Garrachon
Neha Ramesh Gawali
Shardul Naresh Gogate
Kiran Gopi
Praveen Gorikapudi
Shreyanka Gohdru Chandrashekara
Master of Computer Science (continued)

Abhishek Konathala
Pranit Gorakhnath Kotkar
Vinod Krishna Selpol
Ramya Krishnan
Abhishek Shatrughna Kulkarni
Konge Nikhil Kumar
Rohit Kumar
Anamika Kumari
Mohan Babu Kunchala
Naga Sri Aditya Kundeti
Vamshi Kusa
Lucas James Lefrancois
Xi Li
Xingli Li
Yale Li
Yang Li
Yiji Li
Yinghao Li
Yongda Li
Yonghui Li
Wuwen Liu
Yuhai Liu
Zeyu Liu
Zhongmou Liu
Ankit
Diya Reddy Loka
Guillermo Lopez-Areal Lopez-Abadla
Jiaqi Ma
Tanaya Vivek Mahakalkar
Sri Sai Ranga Malisetli
Kevin Sekhar Manchala
Srinivas Vamsi Reddy Mannuru
Geeta Sudhakar Matkar
Sangeetha Meda
Ruchit Vipulkumar Mer
Joseph Rithwik Reddy Mettu
Vatsal Mishra
Kaushik Mn
Shiva Sankar Modala
Param Ashish Modi
Shoaib Mohammed
Taufeeq Ahmed Mohammed
Arjun Mohan Kumar
Vismaya Mohanram
Jack Mohr
Carlos Moreno Andres
Keerthana Reddy Mucherla

Vaishnavi Mahesh Mule
Venkata Santosh Naidu Mummidi
Mohammed Yaser Munshi
Madhusalini Murali
Vaddadi Venkata Suryanarayan Murthy
Syed Aile Mustafa
Ashish Nagaraju
Sri Sai Teja Narra
Sailavanya Narthu
Anwesha Nayak
Juvissety Nehal
Chalapathi Kiran Nemanui
Yi Ni
Ruichao Nie
Yuvraj Ramdas Nikam
Atharva Milind Nirali
Pavan Kumar Chakradharam Nooka
Kachikwu Odiatu Nwike
Sai Ram Odurui
Oladapo Ogungbade
Paul J. Ojo
Elisha Maria Krishna Malekar Orlina
Shrilakshmi Pai Nalluru
Pradeep Pal
Yashasvi Palla
Rishit Pallav
Justin H. Panagakis
Angelos-Orestis Panagiotidis
Poshan Pandey
Swastika Pandit
Bhoomika Pandurangai
Marut Pandya
Jinit Priyukumar Parikh
Punalraj Parthasarathy
Kalebu Pata
Dev Sureshbabai Patel
Dhruvkumar Kiranbhai Patel
Henil Kumar Harshbbabai Patel
Het Patel
Kanchi Patel
Kishan Patel
Rajesh Shailsh Patel
Rituben Nareshbhbi Patel
Sai Tharan Pathakota
Sanjitha Reddy Pathuri
Sagar Shekhargouda Patil
Vaishnavi Patil

Vidheesha Patil
Dinesh Reddy Pattem
Venkata Harsha Pedada
Swejan Peddi
Sai Deepthi Pinninti
Prapul Kumar Podili
Ashish Raj Police
Vaishnavi Prasanna Shetty
Jayanth Puluqula
Armit Shivaranj Purad
Swatchi Puskoori
Muhammad Ans Qadir
Muhammad Sheheryar Qureshi
Girish Rajani-Bathija
Nirali Chetan Kumpa Rajpura
Shreendhi Ramachandran
Gautham Kumar Ramappa Shanmugam
Srujan Ramesh
Akhil Rana
Aman Rangapar
Pavani Rangineni
Siddhartha Ranjan
Rubeena Rasheed
Jayasurya Rathinagiri
Prashant Ravi
Supritha Reddybelli
Justin Ray G. Reliojoso
Isaias Elbert Rivera
Austin L Rody
Madiha Sadaf
S. M. Zawad Bin Zaki Sadaf
Pranav Saji
Sourabh B. Sajjan
Sumit Arun Sakarkar
Arturo V. Salazar
Shikhar Saraswat
Aditya Sarwate
Hima Sai Vaishnavi Sathi
Gopi Chand Satti
Laura Serrona Velazquez
Neil Nemi Shah
Samik Shah
Yash Manishbhai Shah
Abhishek Sharma
Aditya Sharma
Diksha Radheshyam Sharma
Preeti Sharma
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master of Computer Science (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raghukarn Sharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yashas Shashidhar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahil Riyaz Sheikh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shruti Shankar Shete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Shi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pradaap Shiva Kumar Shobha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xing Shu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjali Ajay Shukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddhi Shukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santosh Umesh Siddanagowdwar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepthi Reddy Siddenki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swetha Sighkaloli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehak Preet Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pravin Kamlesh Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishabh Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharandeep Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tejeshwar Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Sai Sriram Siriguppa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavya Sirobushanam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagarajan Sivakumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Solanki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yauqin Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha Sonte Parameshwar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parveen Sood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thitipun Sinarawong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuanyuan Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suprith Vathare Anand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigul Suresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urva Hiren Surti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashik Syed Shaffiullah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansoor Syed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavesh Rajesh Talreja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mingli Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murali Tanneru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aditi Tanwar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yash Sanjay Tatkondawar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akshaya Brian Tauro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kranthi Kumar Tella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janki Pragneshkar Thakar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudarshan Bhagwan Thakur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laxmi Naarayanan Thirumalai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirmala Thurpati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubham Tiwari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavan Kumar Turpati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vijay Dashrathbhai Vaishnav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miraj Vekaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Manohar Vemuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharshina Venkatesan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tejass Vishwanath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sannihtha Reddy Vuchuru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeswanth Sai Vuddula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Priya Vuppugallia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhishek Wagh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ming Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoyi Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongbo Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jianshen Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meng Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mingyan Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaohan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenglong Wu Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guannan Xiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaxue Xie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minjie Xue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarun Sai Yakkala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Gopi Yamparala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jianghua Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junhao Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ting Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoqian Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Yuste Señoranz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan Zeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feng Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenhuan Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaotong Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoxue Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingyi Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junlong Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wusheng Zhu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master of Cyber Forensics and Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaa Al Saad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Alaniz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abeer Rajan S. Alshammari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan J. Baltrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poshan Bhandari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Varun Reddy Bhemavarapu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Rakesh Gandhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Ghanime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomasz Granickas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew N. Haines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angie C. Iturbide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P. Kaczowka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babar Kamran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel J. Kulawiai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal V. Markeyvych</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmood Mehrjo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jovany Melchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Omer Muslim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agathamudi Vikram Naidu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirupati Dasharati Paik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pranav Sunil Panat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griselda Pashillas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nandi Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rushikesh Sambhaji Patil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua A. Plimpton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Guadalupe Soto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Ting Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maityrea Waghmare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Francois Alexandre Walschts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Zegar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master of Cybersecurity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrews Acheampong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Marie Bito Aquino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haroon Anf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel K. Ayabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pablo De Andres Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Escondrillas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheeba Janet John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veddansh Ashish Kapoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aashesh Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javier Moreno Frutos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahana Narasimha Murthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberto Perez Bogantes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cira Pizo Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akanksha Raghvesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosanel Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandarp Sharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonzalo Tamariz Martel Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vennela Niharika Vuyyuru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Przemyslaw A Warias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master of Data Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usamah Abdulazeey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Siva Rupesh Akurati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karan Bakshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Yeshwanth Bolikonda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santosh Chalvaraju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krishna Chaitanya Sarma Chatrathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hui-Hsia Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaishnavi Shankar Devadig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsh Gordhan Dungari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santosh Reddy Edulapalle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barien Yousry Gad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shilpashree Gangadharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pradyothan Rao Govirinie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukendar Reddy Gumala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhishek Jaiswal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrey Jaradi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sohalb Jawad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagar Katiyar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlesh Umesh Khajbaje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisha Arif Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Nabeel Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amogh Ashok Kori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karthik Kumar Kaiploy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyung Jin Kwak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santhosh M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahul Bharadwaj Machiraju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahil Malhotra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Mandizha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurabh Prakash Mathur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajesh Mavi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacklyn Rae Mcaninch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Mei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranjan Mishra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anuj Shalleshbhai Mistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramesh Chandra Reddy Musilanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanuja Sri Ramapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinho Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandhwan Parvathaneni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrujan Pithaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shriya Prasanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akshay Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasha Srinivas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shwetda Srinivas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sohalb Syed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyanesh Tiwari</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Master of Data Science (continued)
Ramgopal Vaka
Vivian Jacob Varghese
Shreeram Venkatesh
Karan Verma
Anette Marie Volkova
Chao Yang

Master of Information Technology and Management
Prakhar Abhichandani
Dev Aggarwal
Arti Agrawal
Bader Tarfan Alanazi
Abdul Karim Sajid Ali
Munawar Ali
Krishna Mohan Anand
Akhilesh Arun Angadi
Naga Satya Silpa Annadevara
Grace Titilope Awe
Gonzalo Azcarate Rodriguez
Aman Priya Bardhan
Ssanidhya Baraptay
Pooja Prawin Bendre
Vinutha Bengaluru Prabhudev
Antara Rajendra Bhatt
Nikhil Bhosale
Abhishek Bhoyar
Ankita Rajesh Bhutkar
Diksha Nagnath Biradare
Vikas Nijung Biradare
Neelam Rajaram Borse
Mohini Budhale
Pavankumar Reddy Chappidi
Shrayan Chaudhuri
Yalin Chen
Yamini Chenna
Sahilkumar Chinni
Ramu Chirumamilla
Sagar Nikhil Chitre
Rohan Sanjay Dange
Vicky Thavas Perumal Das
Megha Sadashiv Dhabe
Laxme Sam Florent Diby
Kethe Gileepkumar
Zeyu Dong
Mallikarjuna Pooja
Devang Ashokbhaji Gadesha
Lalith Kumar Gali
Akshara Reddy Gangarapu
Parth Nitin Ghatpande
Simranjeet Kaur Gill
Aayush Goel
Jagadeesh Kumar Gorla
Jay Gupta
Tingting Hu
Manohar Inakollu
Ruchi Jain
Harsh Jaiswal
Harshada Joshi
Rajalakshumi K
Ritika Shashikant Kadam
Sweta Kalbhor
Akshay Kalucha
Aleksandar Kamenovic II
Guruteja Kanderi
Vinay Chowdary Katta
Roshani Kesharwani
Deepak Reddy Kilaru
Ruthvik Kilaru
Cini Koliath Abraham
Mahendra Krushnat Koravi
David Gerhard Kral
Shanusha Kulasakaran
Paula Labandeira Campos
Tinghan Li
Aditya Jitendra Lodha
Tsuo-Cheng Lu
Xiaojie Luo
Sumanth M K
Anushka Malao
Sudnyani Mangawati
Adama Dumar Mariko
Prishita Chhagan Meshram
Chockalingam Meyyappan
Kavya Miryala
Debayan Mitra
Na’im Qadir Muhammad
Shwetha Muraltharan
Ramkumar Muthusrinivasan
Shiv Shankar N
Chandini Nalamalapu
Hemarshi Naranharisetti
Marrium Nayak
Rohith Mohandas Nayak
Revathiv Panyam
Pranit Patil
Sneha Sunil Patil
Sareena Philip
Maria Pizarro Gomez
Rahul Karunakar Poopjari
David Portales
Sailakshmi Pothireddy
Anjali Ashokkumar Rathi
John Redmond
Wenkun Ren
Vijay Rama Raju Saga
Anmol Sansi
Naga Prasath Saravanan
Armith Satyanarayan
Pooja Sethi
Vidhi Bhaveshkumar Shah
Yash Sharma
Cuiting Shu
David Isaac Singer
Maitihihi Dharmendra Solanki
Nagashree Srinivasara Murthy
Priyanka Rajendra Suryawanshi
Gayatri Atlas Pranita Prabhakar Sutar
Aryan Thakran
Rudra Thorat
Sai Vijay Toliikkonda
Etienne-Marie Giovanni Toyi
Jeslin Thomas Varughese
Bharathiv Venkatasubbian
Maria Yo
Mani Keerthika Vurum
Ming Xie
Lucie Lushi Ye
Eiel Kurdi Zhuwankinyu

Master of Science in Applied Cybersecurity and Digital Forensics
Shadi D. Beidas

Master of Science in Applied Mathematics
Jason Y. Cho
Manil Da
Mark Benjamin Klinchin
Nhi Thao Phan
Miguel Prieto Ortega
Jared Roush

Master of Science in Computational Decision Science and Operations Research
Guillem Grao I. Grasa

Master of Science in Computer Science
Venkata Naga Krishna Adusumilli
Adarsh Agrawal
Unnikrishnan Arangath
Dikshittha Varman Arulmozhiwarman
Sara Tabassum Ataullah
Cassandra Ruthann Carlson
Francisco Chavez
Kamli Cleciura
Patrick M. Decoster
Atheva Dongare
Ian E. Doughtery
Jason M. Fetzer
Sonal Sanjay Gaikwad
Hannah Elizabeth Greenblatt
Zaid Iqbal
Sree Rama Murthy Kandala
Jamison A. Kerney
Owen W. Mcgrath
Khiem Bach Nguyen
Vimarsh Himanshu Patel
Abhiram Sanjay Patil
Paramjeetsinh Dharmendrasinh Ravalji
Kaylee Jin Rosendahl
Jason Christian Scott
Pujan Rohit Rohit Sheth
Suraj Singh
Khiem Trong Truong
Abdurahkmon Urzaboev
Sahil Ashif Vahora
Zifan Wang
Hua Xu
Ziyad Yacoubou
Xue Zhang

Master of Science in Information Technology and Management
Navaneeth Srinivaskumar Kamath
Master of Software Development
Bo Chen
Kai Zhang

Master of Software Engineering
Guohui Cai
Jiahui Chen
Tianhong Chen
Runlai Deng
Yuexiang Dong
Yikai Fan
Xiaohong Kou
Chengdong Li
Gengxin Li
Mingyi Li
Yao Li
Qiaofeng Lin
Wencheng Lin

Jie Liu
Tao Liu
Yan Lou
Rulin Ma
Guangkun Du
Hui Tu
Guojun Wan
Mian Wang
Yanchao Wang
RuoFei Xin
Cheng Xu
Rulin Yang
Changjiang Zhang
Donghao Zhang
Liang Zhang
Yi Zhang
Yu Zhao
Jun Zhou
Wei Zhou
Liang Zhu
Qiuyun Zhu
Xiaoxing Zhu

Presentation of Candidates for the Master’s Degree in the Institute of Design
Anijo Mathew, Dean of the Institute of Design

Master of Design
Jie An
Mrinal Dilip Bhatia
Han Wen Chang
Avani Chaturvedi
Rutuja Vasant Chavan
Lillian Jorgensen Conlee
Anahita Dasgupta
Rhi Dolakia
Emery Donovan
Jerick Allen Evans
Smriti Ganesan
Sandhini Ghodeswar
Elizabeth Graff
Grace Hall
Steven James Hunsicker
Naomi Ito

Nigencia James
Isaac WookJim Jang
Lida Jiang
Arrenius Karunakaran
Snehal Rajendra Khatavkar
Sunmin Ko
Ran Konaka
Sanjana Sunil Kripalani
Mitchell Robert Kunichoff
Hardik Lachhman Makhija
Jorge Martinez Arana
Shirin Navegire
Diana N. Nguyen
Susan Oyedoyin Onigbinde
Keval Mayur Parekh
Anish Sham Patil
William Alexander Rutter
Sujith Samuel

Gayatri Shah
Pranjal Neel Shah
Sanya Mitul Shah
Nafisa Shams
Jiwen Shin
Dennis Siegert
Janhavi Singh
Adelyn Soestyono
Tianrui Sun
Pitchaya Thavesakivilai
Deepakshi Tulshan
Ayaka Uru
Victoria Marie Williamson

Jianwei Zhang
Yiqi Zhong
Jiafeng Zhu
Alexandra Zimm

Master of Design Methods
Eva Mariana Althaus
Angela Kujava
Mary Therese Morgan
Tomomi Sakurai
Erin Gannon Slucter
Ann M. Vogel

Presentation of Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Lewis College of Science and Letters
Jennifer deWinter, Dean of Lewis College of Science and Letters

Master of Materials Chemistry
Luis Alejandro Rivera Rivera
Tyler Ryan

Master of Food Process Engineering
Soham Joshi
Supriya Daulatrao Korade
Sarthak Anil Navale
Aditi Ujwal Patil
Santhosh Kumar Reddy Rachamallu

Master of Food Safety and Technology
Amey Adep
Lakshmi Naga Bhavani Alluri
Samangali BommiReddy
Cing-Jih Hsiao
SrI Satya Sai Jasti
Radhika Hemant Joshi
Pritam Jogendra Koli
Santhosh Kumar Reddy Rachamallu

Naveen Nasnore
Umgakumar Ghanshyambhai Patel
Rishipriya Peddamallu
Harshala Shivkumar
Monisha Srinivasan
Sayyada Tasneem
Jayaram Thathvarthi
Pavan Kumar Vanakuri
Neeraja Chowdary Yeddanapalli
Kamakshi Varaprassan Yellapragada

Master of Health Physics
Mashael Almowallad
Matthew A. Bruette
Angelica Cagle
Lisa Marie Corral
Jose-Luis Cueva
Andrew Henson
Anna C. Manfredo
Lynes Matos
Michael Payne
Matthew Lawrence Starr
James Thomas Vigil
Sean Walsh
Master of Science in Analytical Chemistry
Adleigh Rose Dahl
Esperance Dianzenza Diarra
Daniel Imhoff
Morgan Elizabeth Herried Leehey
Marissa Petrey
Jennifer Corrine Poshkus
Rosabeya Rotondi
Alicia Soto

Master of Science in Applied Physics
Juthatip Sriwongsa

Master of Science in Biology
Harshini Balaga
Peter Geervarghese Alex
Yuyin He
Nieghi Johnson
Paulina Patyczka Markiv
Jaden Martinez
Breezy Synoground

Master of Science in Biology for Health Professions
Emily Ann Ciezobka
Kristian Coerper
Olivia D. Davis
Salih Hodzic
Mumnoon A. Islam
Sahar Moghadam
Justin Mussman

Master of Science in Chemistry
Yuan Ma
Zhenggang Sun
Shin Hae Yoon

Master of Science in Clinical Counseling
Advanced Standing
Jack Hamilton

Master of Science in Food Process Engineering
Dachuan Yang

Master of Science in Food Safety and Technology
Nupoor Prasad Birje
Jiarui Cai
Mayura Anand Joshi
Aishwarya Nagesh Marathe
Sonali Prakash Patil
Kanishka Singh

Master of Science in Industrial-Organizational Psychology
Jacob Bluhovski
Alex Weng Keong Goh
Julia Ann Honda

Master of Science in Molecular Biochemistry and Biophysics
April Hannah Williams

Master of Science in Physics
Armej Suhas Ambetkar
Clay S. Miranda Contee
Halle Helfrich
Matilda Wambui Mwaniki
Reilly Thomas Penhorwood

Master of Science in Psychology
Emilta Boosalis
Xiao Chen
Sarah Coates
Derek Khai Nguyen
Zachery Boyd Peterson
Jessica Gabrielle Springer

Master of Science in Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling
Yingliang Hao
Fatemah Mahdali

Master of Science in Technical Communication and Information Architecture
Kartheekka Namburi

Presentation of Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Stuart School of Business
Liad Wagman, John and Mae Calamos Stuart School of Business Dean Endowed Chair

Master of Business Administration in Business Analytics
Gargi Asthana
Abhishek Chakravarthi Bandela
Anisha Jain
Girija Avinash Jamadagni
Mritunjay Ratnam

Master of Business Administration
Minul Dilip Bhatia
Ziyu Cai
Han Wen Chang
Joel M. Case
Ruhin Dholokia
Jeron Allen Evans
Shan Fu
Bayasgalan Ganbaatar
Qiuhao Guo
Grace Hall
Lauren Ashley Hickey
Steven James Hunsicker
Naomi Ito
Nigencia James
Nekesa Joy Josey
Aabha Ajit Kale
Gregor Z. Knych
Ran Konaka
Nicholas MacQueen
Hardik Lachhman Makhija
Jorge Martinez Arana
Spencer Michael McGowan

Master of Public Administration
Lilibeth Arreola Caballer
Xinyu Fan
Master of Science in Environmental Management and Sustainability
Christy Gerges
Gibson Oworo Ofremu
Sriya Pravalika

Master of Science in Finance
Rohin Alli
Juan Alonso Torres
Rocio Amores De Francisco
Brawnski Armstrong
Younes Bichra
Tom Aaron
Marcel Blime
Guifeng Chen
Hao Deng
Rucha Rahul Dhopeshwar
Ania Gallardo
Ruxin Huo
Emil Kalantarov
Niti Kavdia
Jay Eausuk Kim
Panagiotis Kournetas
Shenyong Li
Zimeng Li
Laurence Joseph Lyimo
Spencer Michael McGowan
Suyog Tarachand Muralkar
Praneeth Reddy Pachika
Jay Kamlesh Patel
Ameey Nandkumar Rasam
Joseph Leonardo Sandoval Rodriguez
Rajwardhan Sawant
Andrew Alex Sokolov
Marta Soria
Daniel Suter
Wenbo Wang
Guoqing Zhao
Franklin Zheng

Master of Science in Marketing Analytics
Jahnvi Prasun Agarwal
Shahanshah Alam
Shreya Beijenki
Mahesh Bhor
Patrick Malone Blanchard
Cornelia Abia Borlu
Vasudha Chugh
Derrick J. Faulkner
Salar Ahmed Gajani
Rosemary Gitonga
Naufal Dhisana Intan
Siddhant Manjunath Iyer
Simran Dilip Jain
Charles John Johnson
Elizabeth Lan Kasprzak
Krishi Khandor
Talvinder Kour
Gopi Krishna Kumar
Noha Subhash S. Khirsagar
Claudia Lopez
Muhammad Moinuddin
Hiteshi Parag Oza
Dalena L. Ouach
Goviriprasanth Ramasamy
Jhanvi Kalia Praman Rammohan
Karan Rana
Nayeli Luz Reyna
Adarsh Sabarad
Ishan Nitesh Kumar Shah
Aditya Raj Sharma
Nidhi Sharma
Anindya Sinha
Zi-Yi Tu
Simran Rajesh Utekar
Chutiket Vanpetch
Rui-Lin Wu

Master of Science in Technological Entrepreneurship
Ankit Shaileshkumar Soni

Master of Science in Sustainability Analytics and Management
Bahar Behforooz
Sai Pushpitha Chandana
Yi-Ying Chen
Md. Zahurul Islam
Yashashri Roopesh Kolalle
Abinash Mohanty
Bachelor's Degree Candidates

Presentation of Candidates for the Bachelor's Degree in Armour College of Engineering
Kevin W. Cassel, Interim Dean of Armour College of Engineering

Bachelor of Industrial Technology and Management
Hannah Grace Anderson §§
Bianca Barajas
Anthony Robert Dennis
Lawrence Dunn
Fredrick William Herringer
Ywone Kantoro
Andreas Livieratos §§§
William M. Matson
Quinlan O'Brien §§§
Luis Ortiz §§§
Eric Joseph Sasek
Joseph Vitale

Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
Wai Yan Aung §§§
Jack Richard Bovone §
Valeria Casillas §§
Anika J. Gerken
Zane Handy
Munthana Imteyaz
Oliver Norman Mate §§§
Anthony Nowacki
SoJung Park
Naomi Marie Robles
Elisabeth Grace Sirkman §§
Jackson Paul Van Engen
Sophia D. Villacarlos

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Angeles §
Connor Davey Blake §
Cassandra Ruthmann Carlson
Emily Ann Ciezobka
Brandon Michael Cleary
Olivia Kathleen Debeneditcs
Nicholas Frederick Goyerac
Lillian Hartwig
Elisabeth Lan Kasprzak §§§
Shelby Rae Kregar §
Michael Charles Lindenmuth
Ruba Manoor
Jacqueline E. Mathius
Andrew Edward Mosier §§§
Basha C. Musat
Nadia R. Netolicky §§
Khoi Anh Nguyen
Stephanie S. Nguyen §§§
Georgios Nikolau
Pooja Rajendra Patel §§§
Shivam Mayurkumar Patel §§§
Martin Radomske
Marissa Nicole Redington §§
Jessica A. Rodriguez Arias §§§
Kevin Ruiz

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Matthew Baltazar
Derek Bergstedt §
Marko Brajkovic
Yaser Bustami
Ryan W. Clemens
Christopher Converse
Andrew Domanik
Abigail Makena Dudek
Alexander C. Ford
Sarah Hernandez
Cameron Davis Kanofsky §§§
Daniel Karar
Kyra Ann Kucirka
Christina Maria Majercak §§§
Tony Mei §§
Anthony Mendola
Eduardo Morales Cortazar
Vincent Nguyen
Parth Mayank Parikh
Luis M. Urquiza §

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
James M. Abrusci
Mohammad Amran Hamdan
Sahar Bayat §
Philippe Jacques Bellemare
Blackford A. Buterbaugh §
Yeonggwang Choi
Adam Wisam Daoud §
Omar Diaz
Jonathan Ellison §§§
Armando Gonzalez
Yahir Hernandez
Ariel Jaramillo Rangel
Cameron Joseph Kramer
Michael McLaughlin
Shaam I. Merai
Fahad Muneer
Dillon Ira Rattray-Mattis
Armando Rodriguez
Anna Slominski §§§

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Muhammad Bilal Aijaz
Oktavijus E. Alonso
Stefany Mercedes Cardenas
Youngjo Choi
Grant Stewart Couper
Muhammad Rafay Danish
Cole Deck
Jennifer Duarte
Joanna Findura
Fayez Ahmed Ghosein
Hamad Abubakr Hamad §
Salvador Jimenez Gomez
Cristian Leyva
Furkan Kamal Eldin Mohamed
Abheek Mondal
Alae Moudni
Mohammed Yaser Munshi
Hezekiah Ohiuku
Gabriel Felipe Roskowski
Inika Singh
Ziyad Yacoubou
Hazim Zain-Edin §§

Bachelor of Science in Computer and Cybersecurity Engineering
Akkina A. Abraham
Nikhil Aditya Chaganti
Anthony Franco
Saruna Iumozhapova
Samuel B. Kalenowski
Austin Lee Khuon §
Michal V. Markevcv
Matthew S. Ostrowski §§
Piotr Peksa
Kiet Tuan Phan
Noreen Aziz Sulehry §§
Zahra Tolideh §
Phu Gia Trinh
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Zain Ul Abideen
Elthon Emmanuel Alvarez
James R. Benson
Eduardo David Calix-Ortiz §
Xavier Hagerdon Crawford §§
Huliyi Deng
Taoufik Izmousse
Deepanshu Jhall
Matthew Kamber
Max Lau
Anna C. Manimala
Yilin Mei
Nicholas Alexander Perruffel §
Huan Vo Ky Phan
Marziye Rajabi
Mustafa A. Tahir
Manav B. Tailor §
BeiBei Tang
Caleb Manuel Terronez
Oumou Toure
Filip Kristofer Zivko §

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Management
Ramiro Alarcon
Alexander C. Ford
Emily Elizabeth Graham
Alexander Jin
Seamus Arthur Kinealy
Kelly I. McCarthy
Yehui Mei
Sanjay Pillai
Michael Thomas Sherwood

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Muath Abdeljabber §§
Joud M. Alnatshieh
Robert D. Aristakesian
Timothy M. Arreola
Gustavo Arroyo Nolasco
Nathaniel M. Barker
Gabriel Naryan Beutel §§
Michal Bizla
Michael Patrick Bohan §
Michael Carrasco
Kshitij Rajat Chauhan
Joshua J. Coburn §
Aman Dhiman
Djordje Dimitrijevic
Maciej Dorula
Tai Timothy Fredricks
David William Glazener §§§
Brandon Gomez
Patrick C. Grider §§§
Roberto Hernandez Jr. §
Kelly Margaret Hitchcock §§
Muhammad Iljaj §
Alexander Jin
Souliya Ryan Keoborakot
Ammar Jamil Khan §§§
Zaid Khan §§
Rashed H. Khraisat
Kunwoo Lee
Oiyao Lin §
Han Zhen Zechariah Low §
Jackson R. Lucchesi
Jack Daniel Lyons §§
Dana Michail
Fayaz Ali Mir
Amine Moutfith
Dmitry Okulitch
Syed Saad Omar
Swar Amish Parikh
Taehee Park
Ronak K. Patel
Sahil Jyotsanaben Patel
Wolfang E. Rugeles §
Joshua M. Sahadeo
Joel Eluvathingal Saju
Yoselin Serrano
Joseph G. Siwa

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
Sola An §
Lydia Davidson
Nina Hoffman
William Lewis Ingraham
Hoang Nhat Le
Willia Vail Vigneault

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Heesoo Song
Jonathan Christian Song
Blake Anthony Soria
Andrew Robert Steetz
Brandon J. Steinberg §§§
Christopher William Stone §§§
Osman M. Syed §§§
Alann A. Torres
Vincent Trotsky

Bachelor of Architecture
Facundo Achinelli
Temitope Anuoluwapo Adedeji
Beatriz Alcantara
Lilibeth Arreola Caballer §
Sreeha Reddy Battini
Sofia Isabell Bonilla Nieves
Cristian Bonilla-Cisneros
J’Veun K. Brimmer
Brian Bustos
Ekaterina Bystrova §§§
Matteo Calafuria-Soleri §
Kenny Canalizo
Zihan Chai §
Abhishek Ravindra Chaudhari
Zachary A. Clark §
John William Coats
Daria M. Dewolf §§
Patrick Gerard Dilger
Elle Lodge Dils §§§
Jonathon J. Dixon
Alex R. Dunbar §
Emily Viet Lan Duong §§
Yuming Fu
Kevin S. Garcia
Humza Ghorai
Zayna A. Ghouse
Kowliin Giitata
Oana Giulea §§
Carolina Gonzales §
Michael Graham §§

Presentation of Candidates for the Bachelor’s Degree in the College of Architecture
Reed Kroloff, Rowe Family College of Architecture Dean Endowed Chair

Bachelor of Architecture
Yeni C. Guarneros
Kylee Rae Hennes §§§
Stephanie Hernandez
Delia Holban
Brian Davis Housman §§§
Mya Huddleston
Muntaha Imteyaz
Galilea Ines
Dongjin Kang
Samuel Kastan §§§
Yun Woo Kim §§
Rayyan Hussein Kiwan
Madeline Genelle Kondic §
Joshua A. Krull
Adrianna Kwapisz §
Jonah P. Ludco §§§
Samuel D. Larsen §
Helen Frances Leach §§
Aaron Hollister Lee
Jusang Lee §§§
Quebabe Audrey Liliou
Gerardo Lopez
Courtney Alexi Lyttle
William Manzanilla
Anastasiya Mayzel §§
Jalion Mclean
Delisha Naveen Mehta §§
Any Mehta-Rao
Martin Wah Moy §§
Hanah Narine §
Chelsea Nguyen §
Bachelor of Architecture (continued)

Abhimata Nursilo §§
Daniel Palka §
Ivette Patino
Colin Patrick Phillips
Riya Dayanand Poojari
Judith Ting Rackow
Jayhawk Christopher Reese-Julien §§§
Alejandro Noe Reyes §§
Hayley Mickaela Robbins §§§
Alexis Rodriguez
Omar Rodriguez
Leslie D. Sadkowski
Marco Antonio Salinas
Mark Henry Schwandt
Samra Shahid
Lydia Rose Skerston §
Olivia A. Smolen §§

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Luis Ernesto Acosta
Tony Harshith Reddy Allam
Elizabeth Marie Bito Aquino
Daniel K. Ayabe
Andrew J. Bauer
Dawid Bednarzuk
Thi Thuy Dieu Cao
Pak Chung Chang
Francisco Chavez §
Jason Cheng
Cooper Shay Christon §§
Kamil Cieciura §§§
Zakary Kotlarczyk Cole
Lucas Vinicius Costa Wang
Connor M. Cummings §§§
Caitlin Reilly Davitt
John Henry Deifel
Ian E. Dougherty §§§
Mathiew Joseph Doyle
Chirashe Dziire §
Adrian Escribano Viviescas
Ayman M. Fahsi
Marcos Augusto Ferreira §
Patrick G. Fisler
Maksym Fortelnyy
Sara B. Fryzlewicz
Sebastian Gembis
Emmanuel Gonzalez
Pradyothan Rao Gowrineni
Jacob T. Grant
Hans R. Guttormsen §§
Ali Guzelyel §§§
Srikrishna Bharath Sharma Hari
Radiya Nandadeva Harriman
Joseph M. Haskins
Shravan Puttanna Honaganahalli
Aman Idrees
Zaid Iqbal §§
Siddharth Jain
Eric Johnson
Samruddhi Sanjaykumar Kakade
Verica Karanakova §
Shagun Karmacharya §§
Jamison A. Kerney §
Alisha Arif Khan §§

Presentation of Candidates for the Bachelor’s Degree in the College of Computing

Lance Fortnow, Dean of the College of Computing

Bachelor of Information Technology

Nathan Juno Ahn
Ala Alsharbini
Arturo Arreola
Matthew Bellario
Minh Quang Bui
Kevin J. Cain
Ramzee Christiel
Tanay Dalal
Adrian K. Grabowski §§
Martin S. Grill Poblete §§§
Andrew N. Haines §§
Mitzi Haro-Fuentes
Cyrus I. Herrera §§§
Angie C. Iturbide §§
Rohan Prakash Jose
Michael P. Kaczowka §§§
Aleksandar Kamenovic II §§
Babar Kamran §§

Bachelor of Science in Applied Cybersecurity

Joshua Alaniz §
Dylan J. Baltrus §§§
Vincenzo James Fasano §
Michael Martinez
Jovany Melchor §§§
Andrei M. Neacsu
Kelly Ting Tan §
Jakub Urbaniai§§

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics

Muhammad Bilal Alijaz
Sriya Avadhanam
Jason Y. Cho
Ryan Scott Ciminski
Andres Iniguez §
Deylin Jack
Xinbin Jiang
Mark Benjamin Klinchin §§§
Kaylee Jin Rosendahl §§§
Jason Christian Scott
Jerrick Dang Tran
Tiffany Wong §§
Hongtao Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Artificial Intelligence

Rigden N. Atsatsang
Jade Alice Hewitt §§§
Gabriel David Johnson
Razi Khawaja §
Matiss M. Mednis §
Rudra Hitesh More
Jake Ronald Norbie §§§
Nelida Heike Schalich-Ayllon
Layla Reyad Shalabi §§
Robert Shyroian

Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems

Hannah Huang
Tatiana Lazo

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

See Special Honors Key on Page 42
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
(continued)
Mohammed Azhar Khan
Mark Benjamin Klinchin §§§
Nicholas Ray Knockheart
Jakub Bartosz Kotas
Benjamin Andrew Kramek
Aditi Kumar
Ajay Kumar
Bhaskar Dhruv Kuncha
Harrison Le §§
Luke Michael Leonard
Andy Collin Liang
Jose Antonio Linero Olivo
Nathan Loh §§§
Jack Mallett
Luis Manzo
Jacklyn Rae Mcaninch §§
Owen W. Mcgrath §§§
Eddie Mei
Jiecheng Mei
Christopher D. Mocha
Andy Moy
Sarah M. Mueller
Na‘im Qadir Muhammad
Khiem Bach Nguyen §§§
Jake Ronald Norbie §§§
Andrea Ocampo
Blake Michael Odette §
Charles Pagula
Anthony Espinosa Paiotti
Justin H. Panagakis
Elizabeth Maria Paniagua
Max Perez
Pirot Pietrzyk
Saad Raees
Hasan A. Rahim
Praveen Rajendran
Sameer Rangoonwala
Justin Ray G. Religioso §§
Isaiahs Elbert Rivera
Austin L. Roddy §
Angel Daniel Rodriguez
Andrew Royal Rose §§
Mohammad Firas Sada §§
S M Zawad Bin Zaki Sadaf
Charles Saineghi

Victor Samsonov §§§
Erick David Sanchez
Nikolaus Schultzke
Shambhawi Sharma §§§
Nabilah A. Siddiqui §
Humberto Soperanez Moya §§
Tania Soutoglou
Yousef M. Sueleiman §§§
Mansoor Syed §
Sohaib Syed §§§
Aditya Madhav Tekale
Anthony W. Tomecek
Bridget M. Torres
Khoa T. Tran
Khiem Trong Truong §
Yeshwanth Vemula
Jose O. Vera Gonzalez
Kevin Alexander Villegas
Annette Marie Volkova
Przemyslaw A. Warias §§§
Elijah Peter Wendel §§
Tiffany Wong §§
Shengkai Xu
Eric Zhang
Jiahao Zhang
Franklin Zheng §§
Oriana N. Zup

Presentation of Candidates for the Bachelor’s Degree in Lewis College of Science and Letters
Jennifer deWinter, Dean of Lewis College of Science and Letters

Bachelor of Science in Applied Physics
Aidan Faris Gougam
Yanitzia Aguilar Shindryaev

Bachelor of Science in Astrophysics
Daniel Bitter
Zachary Benjamin Ives
Timothy Robert Stack §§
Claire Kendall Zwicker §§

Bachelor of Science in Behavioral Health and Wellness
Deriniece Moton

Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry
Hayley Mckenna Blanton
Barien Yousry Gad §§
Paulina Patrycja Markiv §
Nathaniel J. Rodriguez

Bachelor of Science in Biology
Mona Abu-Samra
Vuslat Alqul
Nadia Chaiyaroj
Lindsey Anne Clark
Joshua Paul Grube §§§
Salih Hodzic §
Habeebah A Khan
Alidice C. Nickelson
Arman Pabani §§§
Collin Matthew Standish §§§
Zoe Christine Swick §§

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Simon Li

Bachelor of Science in Communication
Minjeong Kang

Bachelor of Science in Consumer Research, Analytics, and Communication
Patrick Malone Blanchard §

Bachelor of Science in Digital Humanities
Leah Sanaa Patton §§§
Angela Petrone §§§

Bachelor of Science in Food Science and Nutrition
Dalena L. Ouach §§§
Adeelah Mahanoor Shamshuddin §§§

Bachelor of Science in Medicinal Chemistry
Thy Huynh Uyen Tran

Bachelor of Science in Molecular Biochemistry and Biophysics
April Hannah Williams §

Bachelor of Science in Physics
Daniel Bitter
Marco Gonzalez
Zachary Benjamin Ives
Jinho Park
Timothy Robert Stack §§
Grace Noel Whitmore §
Claire Kendall Zwicker §§

Bachelor of Science in Psychological Science
Vuslat Alqul
Kevin Argueta §
Khaoula Braidi §§
Ryan David Caddigan
Joshua Paul Grube §§§
Deborah S. Hernandez
Ammarah Akhter Hussaini
Nuo Liang
Thea Paskaleva
Bachelor of Science in Psychological Science
(continued)
Esha Raut §§
Saffa Rehman §
Collin Matthew Standish §§§
Khan Tahreem §
Emily Elizabeth Woodman

Bachelor of Science in Social and Economic Development Policy
Jessica Nicole Allison Burrell §

Presentation of Candidates for the Bachelor’s Degree in Stuart School of Business
Liad Wagman, John and Mae Calamos Stuart School of Business Dean Endowed Chair

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Shriraj Nitin Bhapkar
Sam Robert Bruns §§§
Jacob Brennan Doyle
Derrick J. Faulkner
Zisha Huang
Ruxin Huo §§§
Charles John Johnson §
Samantha Alexis Ticobay Lehman §§§§
Jose Guadalupe Martinez §
David Soroush Nia §
Nayelli Luz Reyna
Andrew Rodriguez
Alma J. Sales §§
Joseph Leonardo Sandoval Rodriguez
Samuel Elijah Sproule §§
Adam Maitland Sundquist

Bachelor of Science in Financial Economics
Yue Zhu §

Special Honors Key:
† = Honors | § = Cum Laude | §§ = Magna Cum Laude | §§§ = Summa Cum Laude
This program lists the names of degree candidates and honor recipients who were officially verified as of May 23, 2024.